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THE SIDDHA–NTA SƒEKHARA OF SƒRI–PATI (11TH CENTURY) - TEXT
AND ENGLISH TRANSLATION*
A Sripada Bhat**

The objective of the project was to make critical study of the text and
English translation of Siddha–nta Sekhara of Sƒr pati as it was not translated
before, and to highlight the contribution of Sƒr pati to Indian Astronomy.
Siddha–nta Sƒekhara is one of the greatest astronomical works of ancient
India. This magnanimous treatise was composed in 961 Sƒa–livahana Sƒaka
(1039 AD). Apart from this he has also composed Karan. a text, Dhikotida.
It is believed that Sƒr pati has composed two more books Ja–takapaddhati and
Ratnama–la which are connected to astrology. Sƒr pati belonged to Kas. yapa
Gotra and his father was Kesƒava. He was born in Rohinikhanda about 150
miles south of Ujjain. No more personal details of Sƒr pati are available.
Makki Bhatta of 1299 Sƒaka (1377 AD) has written a commentary
called Gan. itabhu–s. an. a on this text. But the commentary of Makki Bhatta
abruptly ends at sƒloka 75 of Triprasƒna–dhya–ya. This book was published by
University of Calcutta in the year 1932 in two volumes, edited by Mr.
Babuaji Mishra (Shri Krishna Mishra) who himself wrote a commentary
named Vivaran. a for the remaining parts of the text. Now this book is out of
print. Luckily the Investigator could procure xerox copies of the two volumes
of the book from learned scholar of Indian astronomy Shri Madhura
Krishnamurthy Shastri of Rajamahendrapuram of Andhra Pradesh.
The First chapter Sa–dhana–dhya–ya of Sidda–ntasƒekhara of Sƒr pati
consists of 52 verses and deals with the measurements of time in Indian
Astronomy. The definitions of various units of time and their relevance are
explained as found in other ancient astronomical texts. The author gives the
number of sidereal revolutions of the planets, the number of adhima–sas, the
solar months, the lunar months and the avamas in a Kalpa.
* Accomplished under the sponsorship of National Commission for History of Science between
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In the second chapter called Madhyama–dhya–ya, seven different
methods are given to obtain ahargan. a i.e. number of elapsed civil days from
the beginning of the Kalpa on given day. The different formulae to obtain
the mean position of the planets are given. Some of the methods are similar
to that of Bra–hmasphut. asiddha–nta and some are Sƒr pati’s own.
In the third chapter, named Spas. .t a–dhya–ya the methods of rectifying
the mean positions of the planets are given. The method of obtaining H sine
without using the table of H sines given in the text is Sƒr pati’s original
contribution to the Indian astronomy which was latter adopted by
Gan. esƒadaivajn‚ a in his Gr. ahala–ghava. Sƒr pati explains different formulae to
compute mandaphala and sƒ ī ghraphala of the planets.
The fourth chapter named Triprasƒna– dhya–ya deals with the
determination of dig-desƒa-ka–la. Sƒr pati explains the Indian methods of
spherical trigonometry and different aks. aks. etras and other important topics
of astronomy.
The fifth and the sixth chapters Candragrahan. a–dhya–ya and
Su–ryagrahan. a–dhya–ya deal with the computation of the eclipses of the Moon
and of the Sun. Like Lalla, Sƒr pati uses natotkramajya– while computing
aks. ijavalana. Sƒr pati gives different methods to compute valana and to draw
the parilekha of the eclipses.
In the seventh chapter Parvasambha–va–dhya–ya, Sƒr pati gives pa–ks. ika
and sƒanma–sika calanas to investigate the occurrence of the eclipses of the
Moon and the Sun.
The eighth chapter Pata–dhya–ya deals with the computation of
vya– tipata and vaidhr. uti. This chapter closely follows that of
Bra–hmasput. asiddha–nta.
In the ninth chapter Udayasta–dhya–ya, ayana and aks. ija dr. kkarma
corrections are explained and heliacal rising and setting of the planets are
calculated.
The tenth chapter Candra–dhya–ya deals with the computation of the
sƒringonnati i.e. the elevation of the lunar horn. Here too Sƒr pati follows the
method of Lalla, by using utkramajya–.
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The eleventh chapter Grahayuddha–dhya–ya deals with the conjunction
of the planets. In the first verse of this chapter Sƒr pati explains a correction
which is similar to udayantara and in the next verse he explains different
topic. It is presumed that the Bha– skara might have taken the idea from
Sƒr pati and given udayantara correction.
The twelfth chapter named Bhagrahayoga–dhya–ya explains the
conjunction of the planets with the stars. Polar latitudes and polar longitudes
of the stars are given in this chapter.
Concluding Remarks

While studying the Siddha–ntasƒekhara of Sƒ r pati, the Project
investigator has compared the same with Bra–hmasphut. asiddha–nta
of Brahmagupta. It is realized that Sƒr pati closely followed Bra–hmasphut. asiddha–nta to compose his text. He had great respect for Brahmagupta.
The ancient astronomers of the latter date have also followed
Brahmagupta to compose their Siddha– nta texts. Though Bha– skara of the 12th
century closely followed Sƒr pati to compose his masterpiece Siddha–ntasƒiroman. i, yet Brahmagupta was his great inspirer. Whenever Bha– skara found
difficulties to solve astronomical problems only the scholarship of
Brahmagupta comes to his mind. Bha– skara declaresyada– mahata– ka–lena maha–dantaram bhavis. yati tada– maha–mahima–nta
brahmaguptasama–na–dharman. a eva utpatsyante, te ca adupalabdhya–nu
sa–rineem gatimurar ī ks. itya sƒa–stra–ni karis. yanti,

“whenever the difference between the computed positions of the planets and
the observed positions of the planets arise, the great scholars like Brahmagupta
will take birth and make the required corrections to the computed positions
of the planets in accordance with the observed ones”.
Sƒr pati also places the same confidence on the scholarship of
Brahmagupta. After thorough study of Sƒiddha–ntasƒekhara, it is realized that
Bha– skara of 12th century closely followed Sƒr pati to compose his work.
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